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Disclaimer
The information contained in this presentation (the Presentation) has been prepared by Hurricane Energy plc (the Company). This Presentation has not been
approved by an authorised person in accordance with section 21 of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 and therefore it is being delivered for information
purposes only.
This Presentation may contain certain forward‐looking statements with respect to the Company's expectations and plans, strategy, management’s objectives, future
performance, production, costs, revenues, and other trend information. These statements and forecasts involve risk, uncertainties and assumptions about the
Company, its assets, its subsidiaries and investments, including, among other things, the development of its business, trends in its operating industry, and future
capital expenditures and acquisitions. In light of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the Company's actual results could differ materially from those included
in this document or as otherwise discussed at the Presentation. The statements have been made with reference to forecast price changes, economic conditions and
the current regulatory environment. Nothing in this Presentation should be construed as a profit forecast. Past share performance cannot be relied on as a guide to
future performance. These forward‐looking statements speak only as at the date of this Presentation.
No representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its members, directors, officers or employees or any
other person as to the accuracy, correctness, completeness or fairness of the information, including estimates, opinions, targets and other forward looking
statements, contained in this Presentation and no reliance should be placed on it. Neither the Company or any of its members, directors, officers or employees nor
any other person accepts liability whatsoever for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this Presentation or its contents or otherwise arising in connection
herewith, or undertakes to publicly update, review, correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent, or revise any forward‐looking statement whether as a result
of new information, future developments or otherwise. The Company is not under any obligation to update or keep current the information contained in this
Presentation and any opinions expressed in it are subject to change without notice.
The Company's securities have not be registered under the US Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the Securities Act) and may not be offered or sold in the United
States absent registration or an exemption from the registration requirements of the Securities Act. No public offering of the Company's securities is or will be made
in the United States. In addition, the Company’s securities have not been and will not be registered under the applicable laws of Australia, Canada, Japan and South
Africa and, subject to certain exceptions, may not be offered or sold within Australia, Canada, Japan or South Africa or to any national, resident or citizen of Australia,
Canada, Japan or South Africa.
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1. Chairman’s Speech
Speech Introduction
I’d like to start by congratulating and applauding the Company’s management team - and our key
contractors - for their outstanding efforts over the last two years to bring the Lancaster field on stream. We
were absolutely delighted to announce First Oil from the Early Production System yesterday. This truly is a
momentous achievement, not least because of the exemplary health and safety record during the 2 million
plus man hours of work required.
Hurricane was founded 15 years ago as an oil exploration and production company focussed on naturally
fractured basement reservoirs - a mostly overlooked, highly unusual, and in the opinion of some at least,
very risky targets.
Every step in the development of the company up to this point has been funded by risk capital provided by
the London market - including from many of you in this room today. We are eternally grateful for your
support over the years.
Two critical outcomes from this success are:
-

That, at last, we now have a source of revenue. Based on existing forecasts, the Company expects to
be relatively self-sufficient financially going forward;

-

And, that we are now gathering the reservoir data required to clarify the ultimate potential of the
extensive reserves and resources across all our Rona Ridge assets.

EPS Delivery
Successful delivery of First Oil from the EPS is quite remarkable for a number of reasons:
•

Firstly, the development has been completed on time and on budget. This is, sadly, uncommon
for large oil & gas projects, and certainly in the harsh environment west of Shetland, where
there have been a number of very serious over-runs;

•

Secondly, Hurricane has maintained 100% equity interest in the Lancaster area throughout. This
placed great pressure on fundraising, particularly given the oil price downturn for the 2017 raise,
but it now means that the Company benefits from full exposure to the upside;

•

Last but not least, this is a play-opening development. Whilst being a pioneer can create
headwinds, it also means that the repercussions of success are profound.

Spirit farm-in
In addition to this fantastic progress at Lancaster, in September last year, Hurricane entered into a
transformational farm-in agreement with Spirit Energy. The Spirit farm-in provides up to $387 million for a
phased work programme intended to pave the way full field development of the Greater Warwick Area.
The agreed and committed work programme has commenced, with the currently drilling Warwick Deep well.
This well is the first in a three-well drilling campaign in 2019.
The deal enables the accelerated appraisal and development of the GWA. While the Company has reduced
its interest in the area to 50%, the cooperation with Spirit brings forward a potential Final Investment
Decision on a full field development on these assets by a number of years. And importantly, we didn’t need
to ask shareholders for the substantial additional risk capital required for this programme.

I welcome the co-operation with Spirit, a first class and compatible partner, that shares our enthusiasm for
the basement play.

Step-up in scope of activity
The increased demands of production operations on Lancaster and concurrent drilling operations on GWA,
in joint venture with Spirit, has resulted in a significant step-up in the scope of activities at Hurricane. The
Group’s organisational structure has therefore been carefully expanded in Eashing and Aberdeen to the
extent necessary to deal with this. We’ve been mindful to accomplish this without dilution of Hurricane’s
unique entrepreneurial corporate culture.

Corporate governance and the Board
There have also been some changes at board level and in the approach to corporate governance.
I joined the Board as Chairman last year, effective 1 May 2018. At that time Dr David Jenkins, who had been
acting as Interim Chairman, returned to his previous role as Senior Independent Director. David’s
stewardship of the Company was exemplary, and I have been most grateful for his continued guidance
during my transition into the Company.
This year, Sandy Shaw was appointed to the Board in January as an additional independent Non-Executive
Director. We are very fortunate to be able to benefit from her extensive and highly relevant legal,
commercial and transaction experience in the oil and gas industry, especially in the UK.
The Board has also been taking steps to further enhance our standards of corporate governance. This year’s
annual report includes enhanced disclosures building on the already meaningful step-up achieved last year.
We are aiming to meet or exceed the principal provisions of the UK Corporate Governance Code for
Premium Listed companies.
These standards are in excess of the requirements as an AIM quoted company, and will provide a foundation
for making a shift to the main Board from AIM if and when this might be advantageous. Your Board
continues to evaluate the pros and cons, and timing, of a possible Premium Listing – while nonetheless
focussing maximum efforts on ramping up and consolidating the Lancaster EPS, and successful delivery of
the 2019 drilling campaign on the GWA.
John van der Welle, as Chair of the Listing and Governance Committee, oversaw significant parts of the work
towards Code compliance, for which I am grateful. He has also been a huge support as Chair of the Audit and
Risk Committee.

Look-ahead
Whilst momentous in and of itself, start-up of production on the Aoka Mizu on Lancaster is a beginning
rather than an end.
Two producing wells on a huge area do not of course prove a potential multi-billion barrel play. We are
however now able to gather and analyse the dynamic reservoir performance data which will be a critical part
of building the case over time for substantial reserves upgrades.
To fully deliver on the Company’s monetisation strategies however, and provide additional optionalities for
future development, a lot more work is needed – including:
-

continued data-generation by the EPS

-

the fast-track work programme on the Greater Warwick Area

-

and very likely more drilling on the Greater Lancaster Area.

Management are totally committed and incentivised to deliver these next steps, and given their hugely
successful track-record to date, I have great confidence in the outlook for the Company.

Acknowledgements
Before we hear from the Executive Directors, I’d like to commend our Tier 1 contractors on the Lancaster
EPS development for their critical assistance in achieving project completion with an exemplary health and
safety record.
I also want to thank our new partners at Spirit, for the belief they have demonstrated in the basement play,
Hurricane as operator, and their strong commitment and highly collaborative approach to the partnership to
date.
Our regulators have also been supportive and especially helpful in facilitating our partnership with Spirit at
short notice.
And, of course, I would like to acknowledge and applaud the immense efforts of our Chief Executive, Dr
Robert Trice whose vision and determination has been the core of the Hurricane story.
On a personal note, it has been a privilege for me to have joined the Company at such a critical moment on
its journey. I am acutely conscious and excited that planned activity and developments over the next year
could be game changing, not only for Hurricane and its shareholders, but also for the wider UK oil industry.
I will now hand over to the Executive Directors starting with Robert’s video address.

2. CEO’s Video Script
Good morning. Please accept my apologies for not being with you in person, however, operations take
precedence and I am currently aboard the Transocean Leader drilling rig for the business end of the Warwick
Deep well.
I am very pleased to take a break from this important operation to talk about the outlook for Hurricane and
the growth that we’re set to deliver over the coming months and years.
There’s been a lot of focus on the EPS and it was an extremely significant moment to be able to announce
first oil. I was delighted to be able to say that Hurricane delivered the project on time and on budget.
With first oil achieved, Hurricane’s management team is now delivering a plan that targets a net reserve in
excess of 100 million barrels during 1H 2020. This target is possible by using the existing Aoka Mizu with
some minor modifications and an additional well tie-back from the GWA.
This 100 million barrel reserve is the first stage in our growth plan, however, it is only the first step as we are
working to undertake two developments, one on the GLA and one on the GWA which combined will achieve
a reserve case of 1 billion barrels, across our assets by 2022.
So how can we achieve this rate of growth? Well, there are three enablers that give us confidence in our fast
track plan to increase reserves, production and accelerated cash flow.
The first enabler, the cornerstone of the growth, is of course the EPS and the data that it will generate. The
EPS is now providing the key dynamic reservoir information that will help us better understand not just
Lancaster but all our basement assets. In order to optimise our plans for further development, we will be
evaluating the start-up data, along with the longer-term production data.
Secondly, there is the cash that the EPS will generate. Both Alistair and I are delighted not to have to come
back to shareholders to fund the next stage in Hurricane’s story.
The Spirit deal is the third of the three enablers. It has allowed us to commit to a significant work
programme, in parallel to Lancaster. At the time of the deal, we had one well penetration on the GWA, with
no confirmed fluid type and no flow test results. By the end of this year, we expect to have three tested
horizontal wells, each of them suspended as future producers, and by the end of next year, six wells in the
same situation.
Assuming success, one of this year’s wells will be chosen to be tied back to the Aoka Mizu with the objective
of providing long-term production. This tied-back well, combined with the five other wells, will form a
network of downhole long-term pressure gauges that will provide an early understanding of how the
reservoir is behaving. This is a unique and fast-track way of approaching a field development and the
potential acceleration is extraordinary.
I’d like to thank the Spirit team for believing and working to our project timelines and for maintaining a
fantastic working relationship to date, in fact I look forward to welcoming Chris, Spirit’s CEO aboard the
Leader soon. Hurricane and Spirit share a vision for the basement play and together, we are aiming to take
final investment decision on a 500-million-barrel initial stage of full field development in 2021.
I believe that Hurricane has a track record of not over-egging our resources and I want to reassure you that
we have not changed that business philosophy. Should the Warwick wells not live up to expectation, we
expect that the existing Lincoln contingent resource of 600 million barrels will be sufficient to satisfy the 7080,000 barrel of oil per day vessel for 20 years that would allow the GWA joint venture to book a 500 million
barrel reserve. But clearly, a development across Lincoln and Warwick would be optimal, and that is what we
are working to achieve.

So, what of the future of Lancaster and Halifax? With further wells on the GLA in 2021, we would expect to
be in a similar position to the GWA by 2022. This means that we expect to grow our gross reserves to over 1
billion barrels across our Rona Ridge assets by 2022”. Now that is something worth working towards!
A few words on how we are going to finance two significant developments concurrently; as Steve noted we
still have a 100% interest in GLA that provides us with an equity currency with which to finance the
development – when, at what price and how much to be sold is too early to say – we still have some derisking to do along the ridge.
Well, it’s now time to get back to the day job, thank you for your attention, at this point I’ll hand over to
Alistair to take you through some slides, I trust you will enjoy the rest of the event and I look forward to
updating you on Warwick Deep results in the near future.

Rona Ridge portfolio
Greater Lancaster Area (GLA)

Greater Warwick Area (GWA)

Lincoln

Halifax

Lancaster

Warwick

Westray
Fault Zone

Whirlwind

Brynhild
Fault Zone

GLA Reserves/Resources
2P Reserves 2C Resources Combined
Lancaster mmstb
37
486
523
Halifax
mmboe
‐
1,235
1,235
Total
mmboe
‐
1,721
1,758

GWA Resources
Whirlwind Resources
Total

mmboe

2C Resources
179‐205

Lincoln
Warwick
Total

mmboe
mmboe
mmboe

2C Resources Best Prospective Combined
604
‐
604
‐
935
935
604
935
1,539

Source: RPS May‐17 Lancaster CPR; RPS Dec‐17 CPR; Note: Whirlwind range in 2C resources is from gas/condensate case to oil case
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The largest undeveloped resource on the UKCS
Wood Mackenzie UK commercial/technical reserve ranking
2,500
2,179

WI Net Reserves (mmboe)

2,000

1,500
1,297
1,064
1,000
810
695

641
460

500

413

339

292

278

268

265

222

214

203

166

159

154

152

Delek Group

Eni

Dyas

INEOS

‐
Hurricane
En

BP

Shell

Total

Equinor

Chrysaor

Chevron

SiccarPoint

Centrica

ConocoPhill SuncorEne

Commercial

Apache

Whalsay

EnQuest ExxonMobil

CNOOC

Technical

Source: Wood Mackenzie Upstream Data Tool, accessed March 2019; ‘Technical reserves’ are equivalent to ‘contingent resources’, as defined by the Society of Petroleum Engineers’ Petroleum Resources Management System (PRMS) guidelines; Note: Spirit is shown under Centrica;
Hurricane volume includes Lancaster, Halifax, Lincoln, Whirlwind and Strathmore.
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Future prospects
Outlook for growth in reserves and production
1,000

140,000
GLA Phase 1
FFD FID

900

120,000

100,000

700
600

80,000
GWA Phase 1
FFD FID

500

60,000

400
300

Debottlenecking, Gas
tie‐in, GWA tie‐back

Net Production (bopd)

Net 2P Reserves (mmboe)

800

40,000

200
100

20,000

Lancaster EPS
FID

‐

‐
2017

Planned drilling

2018

2019

3x GWA

2020

3x GWA

2021

2022

Production (RHS)

2P Reserves (LHS)

3x

2023

2024

2025

2026

TBD

Note: 2017 Reserves are per May‐17 RPS Energy CPR; Other ‘Reserves’ figures are management projections of net oil equivalent reserves based on planned work programme and assuming technical success and regulatory approvals; Production figures are net to equity interest but gross of
any operational downtime and don’t include gas; 2022 reserve range and 2025+ production range based on a representative example range of equity ownership.
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Potential for 2P reserves of >100 mmboe in H1 2020
Potential 2P reserve uplift

Aoka Mizu production profile
45,000

100
GWA Tie‐back

FPSO Debottlenecking

Gas Export

Production Rate (boepd net to Hurricane)

2P Reserves / Potential Reserves (mmboe net to Hurricane)

40,000

Gas export
allows lifting
of regulatory
constraints to
increased /
extended
production

Current 2P Reserves

Lancaster 10 Year
Production

35,000
30,000
25,000
20,000
85%

15,000
65%

10,000

Lancaster 6 Year
Production

45%

Current FDP Production
Profile

5,000
‐

‐
Lancaster 6‐Yr
FPSO Debottleneck

2019
2020
Lancaster 10‐Yr
GWA Tie‐back

2021

2022
2023
Gas Export
Gross Production

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

Note: Subject to well results, regulatory consents and partner approvals
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Lancaster EPS – simple development for data & cash flow
EPS objectives
1

To provide long term production data to enhance understanding of
reservoir characteristics and associated full field development scenarios

2

Commence development of the resources in a phased manner with
regard to managing uncertainties over reservoir characteristics and
associated development risks

3

Deliver an acceptable return on investment

Target initial production
20,000bopd net of anticipated 85% uptime

17,000bopd
Operating cash flow per annum
Full year run‐rate basis at 17,000bopd and $60/bbl Brent

>$200million
Average operating costs
At $60/bbl Brent assuming 10 years’ production at 17,000bopd

$22/bbl
Hurricane | AGM 2019
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Lancaster EPS – long term production data
Start‐up sequence

First oil

• Well clean‐up

• Stable flow from both wells

• Individual flow / shut‐in of
each well – interference and
pressure build‐up data

• Provisional Acceptance of FPSO
facilities

Ramp‐up to
long‐term uptime
• Targeting steady state
production at long‐term
average availability of 85%

First oil

First Lifting

Capital
Markets Day

Pressure (psi)

Example: Bottom‐hole pressure data

• Combined flow from both wells
Introduction of
Hydrocarbons

Long‐term data

Yr 0

Yr 1

Yr 2

Yr 3

Requires at least 6‐12 months of steady state production

Note: Timeline not to scale
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GWA – Spirit farm‐in accelerates portfolio derisking
Deal structure

Spirit Energy
Hurricane Operatorship
FID

Spirit Energy Operatorship
FID

FID

Stadtwerke München Group
(former Bayerngas shareholders)

FID
69%

3 E&A Wells +
GWA Tie‐back
Preparation

GWA Tie‐back

3 Additional Wells

GWA FFD FEED

Gross Cost

$180.6m

$187.5m

TBD

TBD

TBD

Net Cost

$90.3m

$93.8m

TBD

TBD

TBD

Carry

$90.3m

$46.9m

0*

0*

Up to $250m**

0

$46.9m

TBD

TBD

TBD

$90.3m

$137.2m

$137.2m

$137.2m

Up to $387m**

Net Effective
Cost
Cumulative
Carry

31%

GWA FFD

Note: * Phase 3 & 4 costs are payable at working interest with no carry (50:50); **$150‐250 million contingent commitment on FID, dependent on reserves being developed, $150m up to 300mmboe and $0.5/boe thereafter up to 500mmboe, payable as carry over 3 years
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GWA – fully‐carried 3‐well programme in 2019
Schematic of well locations
# Location

Well locations

Depth (TVDSS)

Well Number

1 Warwick Deep Horizontal

1,900m

205/26b‐C

Kimmeridge Clay

2 Lincoln Horizontal

1,770m

205/26b‐B

Rona Sandstone

3 Warwick Crestal Horizontal

1,840m

204/30b‐A

204/30b‐A
(Hurricane
2019)

205/26b‐C
(Hurricane
2019)

NW

Valhall Limestones

Fractured Basement

205/26b‐B
(Hurricane
205/26b‐12 2019)
205/26‐1
(Hurricane
(Arco 1975)
2016)

SE

RPS CPR P90 OWC: 2,109m TVDSS
Hurricane ODT from 205/26b‐12: 2,258m TVDSS

— Each well will be flow‐tested 1km horizontal
‐

— Transocean Leader currently drilling 205/26b‐C
(Warwick Deep)
— Warwick Deep is Hurricane’s first horizontal well
below local structural closure

Note: Indicative schematic
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Timeline to initial GLA/GWA full‐field development FIDs
2018
Q3

EPS Development

Greater
Lancaster
Area

2019
Q4

Q1

Development

Q2

2020
Q3

First Oil

Gas Export

Greater
Warwick
Area

Q1

Q2

2021
Q3

Q4

Q1

First Gas

1x Lincoln Hz
2x Warwick Hz

Q3

Q4

Gas Production

3x Appraisal Wells /
Future Producers

Well & Tie‐back Planning

Well Planning

Q2

Debottlenecking – Target ~40,000 bopd Throughput

Gas Export Solution

Additional Wells

Drilling

Q4

Well Planning

GLA FFD
FID ~2022

3x Appraisal Wells /
Future Producers

GWA Tie‐back FID

GWA Tie‐Back

Preparation, LLIs

Development

First Oil

Production
GWA FFD FID

Full Field
Development

FEED

Development

GWA FFD
First Oil
2024

Note: Indicative schedule
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